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Ace of Diamonds V is the smaller accompanying
version to Chadwick's Ace of Diamonds III. These
works were some of the last to be made during
the course of Chadwick's career. The sculpture is
made from a rotating rectangle structured
around diamond pivots. The bevelled edges and
glistening stainless steel surfaces that make up
the defining characteristics of both Chadwick's
Ace of Diamonds sculptures reflect and absorb
the changing atmosphere and effects of natural
light. The kinetic nature of this work is
particularly powerful when caught by the wind
and propelled around in a circular motion. During
the post–war period, the advent of Cubism drove
Chadwick to develop mobile structures as an
investigation of less solid sculptural forms. This
was also a way of looking at space in more
conceptual ways by viewing the inside and
outside of a form simultaneously. Later, his major
mobiles were constructed in metal and were, for
the most part, conceived as part of interior design
project.
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